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Newsletter          No 8                21/5/2020  
We hope this newsletter finds you all well and managing during this challenging time.   
It’s been a beautiful spring, so far.  We have all noticed the sunshine, blue skies and the 
birdsong.  The days are long, and we are now allowed to spend unlimited amount of time outside 
but must remember to keep the social distancing rules and use common sense when going out and 
about.  
This week is Mental Health Awareness Week 2020 with the theme of ‘Kindness’, and for me, one of 
the most striking aspects of CV19 is the kindness that has been demonstrated in so many ways by so 
many people across the globe.  Whether it’s the key staff working hard to help us to maintain health, 
transport, food or other essential provisions, or governments and scientists working together to find 
solutions to this global challenge, kindness dominates humanity.  It would be naïve to say there are 
not people who are taking advantage negatively or that everyone is helping and doing their bit, but if 
we look for the evidence then there is ‘Kindness’ all around us.  So, in this newsletter we have chosen 
to highlight ‘Kindness’ in all its forms.  From how our students show their kindness to others, a recipe 
we can follow to share a biscuit with a neighbour or friend, or kindness quotes, we hope to have 
something in it for everyone with many different views and ideas to share.   
We’d love to hear from you about any highlights of ‘kindness’ you’ve experienced over the past 8 
weeks or prior to that.   

So Kindness Is……..   
...the act of going out of your way to be nice to someone or show you care.   
...the quality of being friendly, generous & considerate.   
...an interpersonal skill involving affection, gentleness, warmth, concern, care and gentle well-
meant honesty.  

Ultimately, Recovery in Mind is an organisation where kindness is at the heart of it all.  Sharing your 
own stories and ways of coping demonstrate kindness and compassion – the ability to give to others 
without expecting anything in return.   Understanding, consideration and warmth is shared daily in our 
courses.    
We offer you a hand of kindness in this week’s newsletter and wish you all the best for the coming 
week. We will deliver you a bumper edition this Thursday 21st May as it is Half Term the week after & 
we won’t be producing a newsletter that week. Our next newsletter after that will hopefully be with 
you on June 4th.  
The Recovery in Mind team  
 

Don’t miss Angela on Kennet Radio on a Friday morning just after the news 
around 8:03am! 
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Thought for today about kindness  
Ask yourself:  

What can I choose to do today that would make me feel better?  
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Kindness 
  

Before you know what kindness really is 
you must lose things, 

feel the future dissolve in a moment 
like salt in a weakened broth. 
What you held in your hand, 

what you counted and carefully saved, 
all this must go so you know 

how desolate the landscape can be 
between the regions of kindness. 

How you ride and ride 
thinking the bus will never stop, 

the passengers eating maize and chicken 
will stare out the window forever. 

Before you learn the tender gravity of kindness, 
you must travel where the Indian in a white poncho 

lies dead by the side of the road. 
You must see how this could be you, 

how he too was someone 
who journeyed through the night with plans 
and the simple breath that kept him alive. 

Before you know kindness as the deepest thing inside, 
you must know sorrow as the other deepest thing. 

You must wake up with sorrow. 
You must speak to it till your voice 
catches the thread of all sorrows 
and you see the size of the cloth. 

Then it is only kindness that makes sense anymore, 
only kindness that ties your shoes 

and sends you out into the day to mail letters and purchase bread, 
only kindness that raises its head 

from the crowd of the world to say 
It is I you have been looking for, 

and then goes with you everywhere 
like a shadow or a friend. 

 
 

by Naomi Shihab Nye 
  
  
This extract from an audio interview explains why Naomi wrote the poem.  
 https://www.brainpickings.org/2016/11/10/naomi-shihab-nye-kindness/  
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Acts of Kindness by those associated with RiM 
 
One student went completely ‘out of her way’ to pick up a number of fellow 
students (from their homes) in her car to bring them to the last ‘Winter 
Connections’ get together at Sheepdrove Eco-conference Centre at the end 
of January (seems years ago now!). As it is such an awkward place to get to, 
her actions meant that these other students could join us & not ‘miss 
out’. We are aware that other students have given lifts or support to help 
others to attend our sessions in some way.  
Another student also chose to stay behind at the end of that day to help us tidy up.  We were all so 
appreciative of his practical support, and the way in which he just got on with it quietly in the 
background.  
 
We know that some of our students, peers and staff have a ‘bad day’ (we call them ‘mental health’ 
days!) but are still ‘kind enough’ to push themselves to do what they know is right, by coming in to join 
our session. Luckily this is usually ‘good for them’ too. Family crises and ill health have had to 
be surmounted and sometimes even the immense effort of a long commute to attend the course is a 
‘kindness’ to have overcome!   
 
Some of our students and peers have been very kind in supporting others in our ‘Creativity’ sessions 
by bringing materials & their expertise to share with the rest of us and show us how to create ‘their 
speciality project’. There have been some lovely creative results from this! Thank you all!  

 
A shows us all kindness in so many ways. She is constantly thinking of RiM fund- 
raising ideas & spends time/effort to make these happen, often very 
successfully! She has been known to kindly come back from a shopping trip with 
a bargain box of breaktime biscuits (that’s BBBB!!) or a primrose she’s planted in a 
cup! Thanks for your thoughtful kindness, A!  
 

H our Administrator is very kind to us all. She’s always thinking of ways to make our systems work 
better & she goes the extra mile so often, in order to make things right for staff and students. Her 
efficiency is remarkable, and she keeps us on the straight & narrow with a kindly reminder here & 
there! Also, she kindly made us a gorgeous pavlova, which was unforgettable!  
 
Several students and peers have kindly sent us in inspiring photos or pieces of writing over the past 
few months which we have loved reading & some of which we’ve been able to put in our newsletters.  
One student was kind enough to make some absolutely delicious pudding/cakes which she brought as a 
surprise treat to our ‘Wellbeing in the wild’ day at Wasing last summer. It was a simply lovely day 
which was made that bit more special by having her splendid cakes to finish off with. Thank you, we 
so appreciated the effort you had gone to. What kindness! Sadly, it looks as though we’ll have to 
cancel the similar event this year (it was due to have been in June), but hopefully we can re-book it 
for another time!  
 
We have also appreciated the many times students have brought in cakes or biscuits (often home-
made) to share at break-times during our courses; and also, the wonderfully 
varied edible contributions everyone has brought to our Christmas socials.  We have 
appreciated, too, the many times students have stayed behind to help us clear up after a session.  
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We have also appreciated your kindness and forbearance when things have gone a bit awry – 
especially on the technological front!!  You have all been very patient with us when we’ve hit various 
IT glitches and have often been very helpful in enabling us to overcome them!  I have especially 
appreciated this on the Thursday courses - thank you all.  Hopefully we’ll all be a little more IT-savvy 
when we resume our courses, having spent more time on our laptops over the past few weeks than we 
ever have before!!  
 
S, the Administrator at Broadway House has to be one of the kindest people we have 
come across in our work. She always goes out of her way to help us to find a room at 
short notice or make a new student welcome in Reception (if we’re not there for some 
reason). She even organised a Christmas party for staff in the building & decorated 
the room with baubles from home! We really value her kindness & consideration.  
 
Often our students impress us with their kindness to others. It can be very ‘moving’ to find other 
people in the RiM session who you realise understand the challenges of mental ill health, as you do. 
This can result in great kindness & offers of lifts or coffee or supportive chats or 

even WhatsApp messaging. We realise that this is a very important role of our 
organisation.  
There are some great examples of simple practical acts of kindness too. One recent 
example that springs to mind was when one student lent another a pair of socks 
during a rather soggy mindful walk up at Snelsmore Common.  
  

RiM have experienced extraordinary kindness from many people in the community:  
In previous years one of our Trustees loaned us the use of part of his garden to make 
a campfire & have a Mindful walk for our ‘Wellbeing in the wild’ events.   
Chris from the Volunteer Bureau kindly does a session with us regularly to help us think about ‘Giving 
to others’, whilst Lixi and Louise from the Watermill Theatre give us a tour there which helps us to 
‘Connect’ during another of the ‘5 Ways to Wellbeing’ course sessions.   
Jill, the Yoga Instructor from the Wasing Estate kindly did a series of free 
Yoga taster sessions for us which 
were informative, inspirational, enjoyable and relaxing. She also kindly organised 
our use of the Estate & gave us a Yoga session in a field when we were there for 
our ’Wild’ session last year.  
 
Both G and S are currently paid employees working with us every week, but it wasn’t long ago that 
they were kindly acting as volunteers to help us facilitate various courses, especially Creativity and 
Reading for Recovery. We all benefitted greatly from your kindness in supporting us in that 
way....and treasure the thought that this can continue (thanks to the Lottery too!)  
One of our lovely peers did a sponsored walk to raise funds for RiM. Despite physical health (and 
childcare!) challenges she managed an amazing number of miles & kindly put the sponsorship money in 
the RiM funds. Thank you for such dedicated kindness!  
  
We are so grateful to all our wonderful peer trainers for all that they contribute to the Recovery in 
Mind community.  They each bring their own blend of warmth, honesty, authenticity, compassion and 
kindness to each of the sessions they run with us, as they share aspects of their own stories and 
recovery journey in order to encourage and support our students. You have probably all benefitted 
from their input at some time; we know that we have!    
L always gets alongside people to support and encourage them, in her quiet and gentle way, as we have 
especially appreciated in the Five Ways to Wellbeing and Recovery Street courses.  
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T has to travel in from a considerable distance on public transport, but always arrives with a 
willingness to give her all to the team and to the students, whether in the classroom or out and about 
on her inspiring mindful walks.  She always demonstrates great sensitivity, and enables students to 
feel at ease, through her natural, kind, humorous and compassionate approach.  
L is the newest member of the team, and we have all appreciated her commitment, thoughtfulness 
and consideration.  She shows real concern and care towards others, and a desire to share the things 
that she has found helpful herself.  
S is so kind and generous, in sharing her own story and the challenges and successes of her own 
recovery journey, particularly on the WRAP course.  This is always done with the students’ wellbeing 
in mind, and a genuine desire to see everyone move on positively in their own journeys, and 
flourish.  She has even been known to bring us all cakes in the final session, which have always gone 
down well!  
A has generously shared her creative passion, skills and resources with us on a number 
of occasions, and has shown great patience in teaching craft activities at our creativity workshops (I 
can vouch for that!!)  She also demonstrated considerable courage as well as kindness in dealing with 
a challenging situation in the library during one of the Reading for Recovery sessions.  We had an 
unwelcome interruption from a member of the public, and Allie approached him, asking him politely 
but firmly to leave, thus enabling the students present to feel safe and supported, and for the 
session to continue.     
 
One of my favourite memories of a student’s ‘kindness’ was on Recovery in Mind’s 
1st Birthday – that was nearly 3 years ago!  A student went out into town during 
our coffee break to buy a birthday cake and even put candles on top.  She 
then encouraged her fellow students to sing ‘Happy Birthday’.  I was so blown 
away with her thoughtfulness and generosity. Now I have two birthdays that I 
celebrate each year.  
 
Last Spring, we were asked by one of our funding & support organisations, Unltd, if they could bring a 
corporate visitor to one of our sessions.  The students were invited to come and speak about their 
experiences and reflections on the Self-Compassion course.  They were so honest, supportive and 
helpful, sharing not only their ideas and feedback about the course but also about their own Recovery 
journeys. Our visitor was very moved by what he had heard directly from our students. He now 
supports more of Unltd’s work – so by helping us, we have helped Unltd to support other social 
enterprises.... kindness is a thing that grows when nurtured.   
 
The walls of our office are covered in photos of various activities and events that we have shared 
over the past 4 years.  Each one reminds me of the kindness, compassion and the sense of community 
that we all share at Recovery in Mind, whether a student, staff member or visitor. At present I only 
visit the office once a week, and it always brings a smile to my face and a little burst of happiness 
when I look at them.  It’s like you are all here with me.  Your kindness and support has kept me going 
when Recovery in Mind has sometimes felt overwhelming. 
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Extract from Winnie the Pooh 
 
It occurred to Pooh and Piglet that they hadn’t heard from Eeyore for several days, so they 
put on their hats and coats and trotted across the Hundred Acre Wood to Eeyore’s stick 
house. Inside the house was Eeyore.  

“Hello Eeyore,” said Pooh.  
“Hello Pooh. Hello Piglet,” said Eeyore, in a glum sounding voice.  
“We just thought we’d check in on you,” said Piglet, “because we hadn’t heard from you, and so 
we wanted to know if you were okay.”  
Eeyore was silent for a moment. “Am I okay?” he asked, eventually. “Well, I don’t know, to be 
honest. Are any of us really okay? That’s what I ask myself. All I can tell you, Pooh and Piglet, 
is that right now I feel really rather sad, and alone, and not much fun to be around at 
all. Which is why I haven’t bothered you. Because you wouldn’t want to waste your time 
hanging out with someone who is sad, and alone, and not much fun to be around at all, would 
you now.”  
Pooh looked at Piglet, and Piglet looked at Pooh, and they both sat down, one on either side of 
Eeyore in his stick house.  
Eeyore looked at them in surprise. “What are you doing?”  
“We’re sitting here with you,” said Pooh, “because we are your friends. And true friends don’t 
care if someone is feeling sad, or alone, or not much fun to be around at all. True friends are 
there for you anyway. And so here we are.”  
“Oh,” said Eeyore. “Oh.” And the three of them sat there in silence, and while Pooh and Piglet 
said nothing at all; somehow, almost imperceptibly, Eeyore started to feel a very tiny little bit 
better.  
Because Pooh and Piglet were there. No more; no less.  

A.A Milne  
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Fork Biscuits 
Ingredients  
100g (4oz) butter or margarine, softened  
50g (2oz) caster sugar  
150g (5oz) self-raising flour  
Method  
Preheat the oven to 350f/ 180c / fan 160c/gas 4. 
Lightly grease 2 baking trays  
Measure the margarine into a bowl and beat to soften. Gradually beat in the sugar and then 
the flour. Bring the mixture together with your hands to form a ball. Form this into 16 balls 
of equal size and place well-spaced apart on the baking trays. Dip a fork on water and use 
this to flatten the biscuits.  
Bake in the oven for 15 – 20 minutes until pale golden. Lift off the tray and leave to cool 
completely.  
This mixture is very versatile. You can add some chopped, washed glace cherries or raisins or 
a bit of ground ginger. You can also replace 1 tbsp of flour with 1 tbsp of cocoa. Be creative!  
 

Chocolate Cake by Michael Rosen 
I love chocolate cake.  
And when I was a boy  
I loved it even more.  

  
Sometimes we used to have it for tea  

and Mum used to say,  
'If there's any left over  

you can have it to take to school  
tomorrow to have at playtime.'  

And the next day I would take it to school  
wrapped up in tin foil  
open it up at playtime  

and sit in the corner of the playground  
eating it,  

you know how the icing on top  
is all shiny and it cracks as you  

bite into it,  
and there's that other kind of icing in  

the middle  
and it sticks to your hands and you  

can lick your fingers  
and lick your lips  

oh it's lovely.  
yeah. 
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Being kind to yourself collage session 
  
This activity is about re-visiting good memories of a holiday or a day out.  
You will need:  

 A photo with good memories or a photograph from a magazine that triggers good 
feelings for you               
 Paper glue  
 Old magazines / newspapers   
 1 large piece of paper or board  
 Some coloured crayons / felt pens  
 Some time for yourself or with household members  

   
1. Spend some time looking at your photo and have a think about what it is you like about it…. And 
then draw out on your paper / board the main lines of composition  

                                   
  
2. Looking through your magazines, tear out pages with the colours you like and want to use. 
Start to tear pieces in to the right size and vague shape before you start to stick them down. You 
can use scissors but tearing gives an interesting finish to the paper.  

  

                                        
  

3. Keep on sticking paper down until you are happy with the end result! You may want to use 
crayons at the end to add touches of colour or to fill in any gaps.  

  
  

Have fun being creative and kind to 
yourself!  
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Students’ Corner 
 

C’s granddaughter has been making these colourful loom 
band friendship bracelets to raise money for key workers, and so 
far has raised £130.  What a fantastic way of using her creative 
skills to show kindness to others! 
 There are a number of tutorials you can find on ‘Google’ to show 
you how to make these bracelets, either with or without the use 
of a loom.  If you ‘google’, ‘How to make a loom band’, you should 
be able to access several YouTube clips that demonstrate how 
they are made.  
The materials can be purchased quite cheaply online.  
 

 
 
 
 
E has been 
getting 
creative too 
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She tweets when she’s hungry, so that makes feeding much easier to cope with, and she often has a fly 
around the room, then hops back into her cage quite happily. 
 
It’s nice to be close with Nature, it’s nice to watch and it gives you a really good feeling inside when you 
save a life.                R (Student) 

I looked online to find out what to feed it…I have now called her ‘Tweets’ as she certainly does a lot of 
that!!  She has the feather colours of a female sparrow, so although they are changing colour as she 
Grows, I think she is a she?!  

                                                         
The website suggested dog biscuits that had been soaked in water, softening them, and they were 
readily eaten.  But no water was to be given as she would get enough fluid from the wet biscuits.  I 
had to feed her every 3 hours at first, which meant getting up during the night!  I’ve had her nearly 
two weeks now, and you can see how she’s grown and now eating tinned dog food, which I squish 
into a pellet shape and give to her with my fingers.  She also loves crab sticks.  I tear off a thin strip, 
then break it into small worm sizes, and that goes straight down. Cucumber and lettuce are also tasty. 
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Kindness Images 

 

My washing machine broke 
down mid-cycle last week.  I 
am very grateful to my 
neighbours for their kindness 
and generosity in allowing me 
to use their washing machines 
while I’m waiting to get mine 
(hopefully soon!) fixed.  

 

 

 

 

 

 
Being kind to myself 
with afternoon tea 
at the VE day 
celebrations.   
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Random acts of kindness during lockdown 
 

One thing that we have seen all over the world is that kindness is prevailing in uncertain times. People are 
coming together to sing on balconies in Italy, others are setting up groups to offer support to the elderly or 
vulnerable - like collecting groceries or calling them for a chat. We have heard stories of people having virtual 
movie nights and creating choreographed dances over video chat to share with the world.  
We have learnt that amid the fear, there is also community, support and hope  
The added benefit of helping others is that it is good for our own mental health and wellbeing. It can help 
reduce stress and improve your emotional wellbeing. In short, doing good does you good.  
Acts of kindness make the world a happier place.  
The government is telling us to stay at home and only go outside for food, health reasons or essential work, to 
stay two metres (six feet) away from other people and wash our hands as soon as we get home. This will mean 
that more of us will be spending a lot of time at home and many of our regular social activities will no longer be 
available to us.  
It will help to try and see this as a different period of time in your life, and not necessarily a bad one, even 
though you didn’t choose it. And there are still lots of things that we can do for other people to inspire 
kindness in unforeseen times:  
 
   

 Tell a family member how much you love and appreciate them  
 Make a cup of tea for someone you live with  
 Arrange to have a cup of tea and virtual catch up with someone you know  
 Arrange to watch a film at the same time as a friend and video call  
 Tell someone you know that you are proud of them  
 Tell someone you know why you are thankful for them  
 Send a motivational text to a friend who is struggling  
 Send someone you know a joke to cheer them up  
 Send someone you know a picture of a cute animal or a plant or scene  
 Send an inspirational quote to a friend  
 Send an interesting article to a friend  
 Contact someone you haven’t seen in a while and arrange a phone catch up  
 Spend time playing with your pet  
 Contact a friend, family member or neighbour who is experiencing loneliness or self-isolation  
 Donate to a charity  
 Lend your ear – call a colleague/friend and ask how they’re finding the change in routine  
 Give praise to someone for something they’ve done well  
 Arrange to have a video lunch with a colleague/friend  
 Send an inspirational story of kindness people around the world are doing for others to someone you 
know  
 Donate to foodbanks  
 Offer to skill share with a friend via video call - you could teach guitar, dance etc.  
 Offer support to vulnerable neighbours  
 Offer to send someone a takeaway or a meal  
 Post a card or letter to a friend  
 Send some flowers to a friend or family member or leave them on their doorstep  
 Bake a cake or biscuits for a friend or family member and leave them on the doorstep  
 Leave a book you have enjoyed reading on a friend’s doorstep  
 Pick up litter while on a walk  
 Take time to listen to someone  
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‘Kindness’ Wordsearch by F 

 

S P I H S N O I T A L E R S D L I U B 
N O I S S A P M O C O N C E R N A B R 
I S V U E S T C A Y L D N E I R F O U 
H I W O R S U O E G A R U O C E F O O 
P T U R T I H E L P A T I E N C E T I 
R I N E S S E N D O O G N R R N C S V 
O V S N S T R E N G T H U A U A T S A 
D E E E E A E R U O V A F W T R I E H 
N P L G C N T C E P S E R A D E O R E 
E O F I U C A R I N G I H R O L N O B 
S W I T D E M P A T H Y U M O O A T L 
E E S E E L A C I H T E G T G T N O A 
S R H M R T C A D N I K S H A R E N I 
A E N S P N U D I A L T R U I S T I C 
E T E D Q E T A R E D I S N O C S N O 
L S S E L G N I G D U J O K E L I M S 
E A S E I R A D N U O B S W O L L A O 
R K I N D H E A R T E D N E S S E I R 
N O I T I S O P S I D T N A S A E L P 

Compassion 
Builds relationships 
Assistance 
Reduces stress 
Gentle 
Positive power 
Releases endorphins 
Altruistic 
Considerate 
Patience 
Kind heartedness 
Share 
Warmth 
Favour 

Tolerance 
Concern 
Respect 
Empathy 
Smile 
Aid 
Hugs 
Ease 
Generous 
Unselfishness 
Goodness 
Prosocial behaviour 
Strength 
Judging less 

Affection 
Pleasant disposition 
Needs met 
Listen 
Allows boundaries 
Good turn  
Ethical 
Courageous 
Kind act 
Friendly 
Caring 
Help 
Fun 
Joke 

Acts 
Boots serotonin            
(spelling mistake boosts!!!) 
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Kindness Wordgrid by C 
 

         

  D       

S       E  

 I  K      

     K  D  

         

   D      

      N   

    S  E     

  
  

Complete the word grid, using letters from the word ‘kindness’ to make new words.  
Can you find other words using the letters K-I-N-D-N-E-S-S?  There are at least five, 

but bound to be more!!  
  

What are You Learning during Life under Lockdown?  
  
We have all had to adapt to living very differently over the past few weeks, and no doubt 
have learnt new skills, strategies, mind-sets, etc, in order to manage this unprecedented 
situation.   We have had to develop our resourcefulness, and perhaps our imagination and 
creativity, in order to make the best of the situation we have found ourselves in.  
  
We will be focussing on the importance of learning in a couple of weeks’ time, and would love 
it if you could share some of your recent learning with us.  It could be anything at all, 
whether big or small: for example, a new activity that you’ve tried, such as a new recipe or 
art/craft or gardening activity; a new way of exercising at home; a new way of structuring 
your daily/weekly routine to balance the (probably different) demands of life; something new 
that you’ve discovered online; or perhaps something new that you’ve learnt about 
yourself.  Whatever it is, please let us know, and we will hope to include some of our shared 
learning in the next newsletter.  
  
We love receiving your feedback and look forward to hearing from you!  
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External Links 
Enjoy some arty fun with Firstsite  
https://firstsite.uk/content/uploads/2020/05/Firstsite-Art-is-where-the-home-is-activity-pack-3.pdf 

 
Kindness Matters – Mental Health Foundation – Mental Health Awareness Week 2020 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Qcyc68d6OAk&bblinkid=223955668&bbemailid=21852165&bbejrid=15084252
80 

 
Answers to last week’s wordsearch  
 

 

 

 

 
Further Help and Support 
If you are struggling with your mental health and feel that you need further help & support here are some 
contact numbers for you:  

West Berkshire Community Mental Health Team– 01635 292020 

CRHTT (Crisis Response and Home Treatment Team)- 0300 365 9999 

Samaritans - 116 123  

NHS - 111 (number to call should you feel you are physically unwell with Coronavirus or indeed any other 
physical health condition which is deteriorating. 

West Berkshire Community Hub is where you can find out information and support locally for a 
variety of matters relating to Coronavirus – look at their website   (cut and paste this into your internet 
browser) https://info.westberks.gov.uk/coronavirus-communityhub  

999 is for EMERGENCY calls only.  


